The NEXT evolution
of vehicle holding

for leading bodyshops

Join the leader
History teaches us that it is good to embrace change and keep up with new developments.
Today new developments are moving at lightning speed – in every walk of life. Just look at the
auto industry where new thinking, new technologies and new materials are first tried and tested.
This is why it is more important than ever for bodyshops and collision repair technicians to
partner with industry leaders. Leaders who are dedicated to breaking new ground. Leaders
who work closely with the top automobile manufacturers, bodyshops and insurance companies.
Leaders like Car-O-Liner.

Go for EVO-lution
New car models and new materials require new ways of measuring, aligning and repairing
crashed vehicles. Fierce competition and tougher requirements from the auto industry, insurance companies and car owners place rigorous demands on today’s bodyshops, including a
quality certified process – from the first damage assessment right through to repair and delivery.
It’s a job requiring thorough documentation. These demands can only be met by investing in
advanced measuring systems such as the new “EVO” and “Car-O-Tronic Vision X3”.
An investment that could turn yours into a leading bodyshop.
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EVO designed for
modern modularity
A bodyshop should focus on craftsmanship and design when it comes to aligning and repairing
modern vehicles, installing parts and using technologically advanced materials. That’s why CarO-Liner offers this new universal system for anchoring, measuring and holding. EVO is a flexible
system that can be readily adapted to meet the demands of any automobile and light truck.
A system with few components – but many possibilities. EVO is the easy way to be a leading
bodyshop.

Universal system with a minimum number of components
Modularity is at the heart of EVO. Each component can be assembled with the others in a
multitude of configurations. And each EVO system – 1, 2 and 3 – can be combined to handle
every imaginable anchoring, holding and fixturing situation. There may be a minimum number
of components, but together they provide maximum benefit. That’s what we mean by modern
modularity.
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EVO optimizes
your performance
EVO is a universal system made by an optimum number of components, that offer you a wide variety
of configurations. With EVO you can benefit from easy and speedy holding and anchoring, without
extra fixtures. Benefits that can optimize your process and earnings.

Just 3 steps to fix any vehicle
EVO is a modular and upgradable system made for all vehicles on the market. The EVO System is
integrated with Car-O-Liners data and software to support the complete vehicle repair process. The
combination of EVO System and Car-O-Tronic Vision X3 replaces the need to rent or buy a set of
fixtures for each vehicle. Just take 3 steps and you can fix any vehicle and maximize your business
performance.

EVO 1 Basic Anchoring

EVO 2 Extended Anchoring

The basic system for anchoring, holding and side
support during the repair. Including 3 towers, multi
purpose clamp, track plate, adapter with bushings,
chain holder, downpull and torque bar for heavy
operations.

Extension system additional to EVO1, made for
anchoring, holding and side support during the
repair. Including 2 extra towers and track plates,
special tools for rear axle bracket, torque bar
extensions and adjustable holders.

EVO 3 Holding and Fixturing
EVO 3 is made for building a fixture to hold
new body parts in place when welding and
bonding. Combined with EVO 1 and 2 you
can handle all models on the market, supported by software solutions in Car-O-Tronic
Vision X3. Examples of parts are adjustable
fixture heads, lockable universal joint, lock
handle, all-purpose mini-clamp for frame
rails, inner fenders and strut towers.
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EVO integrated with
Car-O-Tronic Vision
X3 keep you running
The EVO system works superbly on its own. But to derive maximum benefit from your investment, you should consider complementing it with the Car-O-Tronic measuring system and the
new ‘Vision X3’ software package. These two solutions have been developed in close collabo
ration with leading car manufacturers. Both are upgradeable and combinable as new models
and materials are introduced.

Easy to see, easy to use
Car-O-Tronic ‘Vision X3’ is a refinement of Car-O-Tronic Vision. It’s a system that not only
measures, but also guides you through the process. You start by entering the car’s VIN code
– thereby accessing the correct data sheet – making sure you are working with the right vehicle.
After measuring, holding variations are displayed and the system recommends a suitable one
for the alignment procedure. Car-O-Tronic Vision X3 also provides simple, step-by-step instructions on how the anchoring, holding and fixtures parts are built up (no trial by error), thereby
saving valuable time. As the work progresses, the system displays the alignment results. These
results can be saved and filed once the job has been completed. You can be sure that Vision X3
keeps an eye on the job at all times.

c a r - o-tron ic wi th
CAR- O- SOFT VISIO N X3
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Step into
tomorrow’s
bodyshop
As a recognized industry leader, CAR-O-LINER is already building tomorrow’s bodyshop.
Thanks to partnerships with leading car manufacturers, bodyshops and insurance companies
we have a clear picture of what’s needed to get the job done efficiently, correctly and profitably
– today and tomorrow.
Thanks to our philosophy, we are able to:
• Design a bodyshop for optimized use of floor space and maximum process efficiency.
• Deliver measuring and aligning tools that simplify, speed up, document and ensure the
quality of your delivery.
• Provide software for support; software integrated with the system that guides the collision
repair technicians in their work.
• Train you in the handling of advanced equipment and IT-tools at our own Training Academy.
• Lend support and service by providing correct data sheet on every conceivable car, light truck,
sport utility and van model world wide.

Our goal is to help make you a leading bodyshop
Our goal is to continue to be the leader in our field and provide our customers with the best
possible solution – from planning your bodyshop to delivering measuring and aligning systems
right through to training, support and service. A goal that gives you every opportunity to become
a leading bodyshop. We will continue to deliver tomorrow’s bodyshops to today’s customers.
Only then can we be satisfied.
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